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What is brand identity?
Brand identity means the noticeable elements of a brand (for instance - colour, logo, name, symbol) that
identify and differentiates a brand in target audience mind.
Post-War Britain was keen to rebuild industry. Cadbury had struggled to maintain production for the
general public during WW2 but they had maintained supplies to the troops.

Look at the image above– how does the wrapper above help us to identify the product as a Cadbury
product?
Music promoters realised that it was useful to tap into the loyalty of Beatles’ fans
to enable them to make more money from selling Beatles’ products.
If the Beatles’ faces and logo could become well known as a brand then music promoters could sell products as varied as clothing and wigs to fans! This meant that
even if people could not attend a concert, they could demonstrate their allegiance
to the group by wearing a Beatles’ T Shirt or eating their lunch from a Beatles’
lunchbox.
Find the dress depicted opposite in the Magical Beatles Museum.
Who is the target audience for this piece of clothing?
Why would it benefit music promoters to have women wear this
dress?
Is brand identity evident in this product? How and where?
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Changing attitudes and changing brands

In common with contemporary all male groups such as Take That or One Direction– initial
promotion of the Beatles brand focused on their good looks and their desirability to young
women.
However, as time moved on, The Beatles began to explore other cultures and spiritualities
and this influenced their attitudes towards commercialism.

Initially, the Beatles brand was promoted as being fun, youthful and exuberant. The band were
called upon to travel across the globe and to provide interviews to various TV and radio stations.
Find three examples on the second of
the Magical Beatles Museum that demonstrates the ideology behind the

The third floor of the Museum explores the
impact of Eastern Mysticism on the Beatles.
The cover of Sgt Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club
Band was produced, in part, as John Lennon
had commented that the band could, "send
out four waxworks ... and that would satisfy
the crowds. Beatles concerts are nothing to do
with music anymore. They're just bloody
tribal rites."

Look at the exhibit showing the beads
the Beatles were given by the Maharishi they studied under. How could
their changing attitudes towards religion and fame impact on the presentation of the Beatles’ brand? Was the
message of the Maharishi compatible
Word bank
Ideology– a system of beliefs

Beatles during this period.

Commercialism– profit at the expense of artistic value

